
Language Training Agreement 
 
The following language training agreement is effective from:  date 
 
Between DK English Lessons 

Nassaustraat 8 rood 
2011PJ Haarlem 
06-86402238 
deborahknightenglishlessons.com 

 

and Student  
Postal address  
Phone number 
Telephone number 
Email address 
 

I. Language training provided / goal of course or lessons: 

1 one-to-one lesson followed, upon agreement, with once weekly lessons. The goal of the lessons is to help 
........... improve his/her accent and spoken English. The 90-minute lessons will comprise English conversation, 
listening exercises, grammar, editing texts written by the student and development of presentation skills. The 
goal of the lessons is to feel comfortable when speaking English with clients and when writing business letters. 
Ad hoc grammar explanations and pronunciation and intonation correction will be given during the lessons.  
 
These lessons may turn into small group lessons if other students with similar needs and availability present 
themselves. 
 
II. Start and end date of language training agreement / Day(s) and time(s) of lesson(s): 

First lesson: date..., time.... The student will decide after this lesson if (s)he wishes to continue. If so, an end date 

has not yet been decided on.  

 
III. Course conditions: 

Booked lessons cannot be compensated in the event the student cannot attend. Weekly lessons are considered 

booked unless the student gives notice of absence before the 20th of the preceding month.  

 

IV. Location of services provided: 

Nassaustraat 8 rood, 2011PJ Haarlem (please ring the bottom bell of three) 
 
V. Calculation of fees and other charges: 

One-off enrollment fee: €10.00 

Tuition fee:    1-to-one lessons: €40.- / hour   

    2-to-one lessons: €35. -/ hour per student   

    3-to-one lessons: €30.- / hour per student  

Other charges:    No BTW due (DK English Lessons is registered with the CRKBO) 

 
VI. Billing Arrangement: 

The first invoice is sent with this LTA, to be paid immediately to confirm your booking. Invoices for the 
following month’s lessons are sent around the 20th of every month, to be paid by Net Banking within 14 days of 
the invoice date.  
  

 
I, ................................................................................................, have read and agreed to the details on this 

Language Training Agreement and attached Terms & Conditions.   

Date and signature:  ......................................................................................................................................................... 

 

Deborah Knight: .................................................................................................................................................................. 


